We celebrated Thanksgiving on Thursday; our minds already
turn to Christmas. The Town Tree Lighting will be this
Friday December 4th at 5:00pm. But before getting ahead of
ourselves, we are invited to prepare. For us, this preparation
begins today, the First Sunday of Advent.
Advent, or ‘adventus’' means arrival or coming. St. Bernard
tells us that there are three comings of the Lord. The third
lies between the other two. It is invisible, while the other
two are visible.
In the First Coming, Christ took our flesh, and was born of the Virgin Mary in Bethlehem. He dwelt
among us; his divinity was eclipsed by his humanity. He came in poverty and weakness; he was not
recognized, not accepted. He himself testifies that those who saw him hated him.
The Second Coming will not be like that, for he will come in glory and majesty on the clouds, at the end
of time, and all will see him, every knee will bend. This second coming will be experienced by all, both
the living and the dead: for the living, either at the moment of death or at the Parousia; and for our
departed brothers and sisters at the Last Judgment.
Advent has two parts, and we need both of them. The first is a preparation not for Christmas, but for the
Second Coming. 'Stay awake', 'keep watch', the Scriptures will tell us. Did you ever try it? In the first
week of Advent, set the alarm for 3:00am, get up, wash your face, and sit down in silence to pray. You
don't have to say much, in fact you don't have to say anything at all; just wait in hope for the Lord. Pray
for five, ten or fifteen minutes; then go back to bed. You will probably experience nothing the first night;
but on the second, or third, or fourth night you will. The Lord, seeing that you are serious, will stop and
ask you, ‘What do you want me to do for you?”
The second part of Advent -the Novena, from December 17 to the 24- prepares us to celebrate the First
Coming, Christmas. Not only as a memory of what happened two thousand years ago, but as an event
that continues to occur for us now.
The third, the intermediate coming, which St. Bernard referred to, is a hidden one. Because it lies between
the other two, it is like a road on which we travel from the First Coming to the Second. This road is
travelled by us every day of our lives. As we travel the road between the First and the Second Coming,
Christ comes again, invisibly. He can only be seen by the elect.
This third coming of Christ occurs in our everyday life, many times in the moments and places we would
least likely expect it. Christ comes in our family, at work, at school, when we go to bed and when we rise,
when we travel abroad and we are at home. May Advent help us to welcome the coming of the Lord in
our lives.

